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TIGER STRIPES

BY JAMEE KATTNER

Saying goodbye to Engst

Mr. Busch to 
send off the 
Class of 2021

Class colors 
orange, black, white

  

Class flower 
orange chrysanthemum

Class Motto 
“Nothing we do changes our 

past, everything we do changes 
our future.”

Class Day
Tuesday, May 18, at 8:10 a.m.

(Seniors report by 7:30 am)

Bacclaureate
Wednesday, May 22, at 8:00 p.m.

(Seniors report by 7:30 p.m.)

Senior Checkout
Thursday, May 20, at 7:30 a.m.

Commencement 
Sunday, May 23,  at 2:00 p.m. 

(Seniors report at 1:15 pm)

     Kathy Engst is retiring after 28 years of 
teaching. She has been an essential part of 
the Huron High School community, doing 
much more than just teaching.
     Many students at HHS don’t realize 
how much Engst does behind the scenes. 
She has been in charge of the prom 
committee for 24 years and has made sure 
that prom is special each and every one of 
those years. 

     Engst grew up in the Twin Cities. She 
then got her Bachelors of Science degree at 
the University of Wisconsin, Stout, and her 
masters degree in Madison.
     When asked what her favorite part of 
being a teacher has been she said, “All the 
experiences with the kids, especially when 
going to competitions for culinary arts and 
cake decorating.” 
     Engst has had the opportunity to reach 
many kids throughout HHS by teaching 
at least eight home-economics classes 
throughout her years. These classes 
include: Human Development 1 & 2, 
Fashion & Sewing, Interior Design, Food 
& Nutrition, Fundamental Foods, and 
Culinary Arts 1 & 2. Engst loves to teach all 
of these classes because it offers a variety 
throughout her days. 
     After retirement, Engst has many fun 
plans she is looking forward to. These 
plans include seeing family, spending 
time with her grandkids, coming back 
and subbing, and taking trips to Arizona, 
Minnesota, and Napa Valley. 
     When reminiscing about her time 
here, Engst says she’ll miss the people the 
most. Leaving a little bit of advice, Engst 
says, “Don’t procrastinate and live in the 
moment. Make lots of memories, be kind, 
and enjoy your time at Huron High School 
because time goes way too fast.”

Class of 2021
Graduation Details

Putting down the spatula after 28 years

BY AUDREY RUBISH

     Matthew Busch, a teacher 
at Huron High School for 
21 years, said he is, “...a 
little nervous, but definitely 
honored” to be chosen as this 
year’s graduation speaker. 
     While not many students 
have gotten the chance to 
have Mr. Busch as a teacher, 
those who have had the 
pleasure of learning from him 
have loved it. 
     When asked about this 
year’s senior class, he said, “In 
my classes - rowdy. Rowdy 
and loud.” But in terms of the 
class as a whole, he thinks 
that, “It is a compliment to 
the class that we’ve made it 
all year.”  
     Born and raised in 
Huron, Mr. Busch only lived 
elsewhere for a few years 
when he attended North 
Dakota State College of 
Science. He is married to 
Debbie Busch and together 
they have three kids and three 
grandkids. 

     Mr. Busch is a teacher 
at the Vocational Building 
where he teaches building 
trades, but he originally went 
to school for architectural 
drafting and estimating. 
When he realized he didn’t 
want to sit in front of a 
computer every day, he 
continued his job with 
Williams Construction. When 
the building trades position 
opened up, Busch applied 
for the job and, “The rest is 
history!” 
     Busch loves working with 
his students and loves getting 
to teach them the skills 
needed to build a house. The 
most important things he 
instills in them are life skills 
such as time management, 
a good work ethic, and 
taking pride in the work they 
complete. 
     Busch’s commencement 
speech is sure to be full of 
great advice and funny stories 
about the class of 2021.

HURON HIGH SCHOOL 

Mrs. Engst puts away her cooking utensils for 
the last time.  She enjoyed teaching kids to 
cook among many other life skills. 
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Goodbye and good luck
Staff moving from HHS

BY JAMEE KATTNER

     Imagine waking up at 4:30am every day, driving an hour to work, 
and still showing up to your job with a smile on your face, and a 
positive and caring radiance surrounding you. Kari Eulberg doesn’t 
have to imagine because this is a typical morning for her. 
     Mrs. Eulberg has been a part of the Huron High School staff for 
eight years, but she is transferring to McCook Central to be closer 
to her husband and teenage daughter. Originally, Eulberg went to 
Dakota State University and earned a degree in business. Then while 
working in Howard as a para-educator, she got a degree in special 
education through Black Hills State University. To round it out, 
Eulberg got her masters through Northern State University. 
     When Eulberg joined the HHS faculty, she taught resource classes 
and helped many students with their IEP’s. Eulberg has an amazing 
capacity for understanding, especially when it comes to the students 
of HHS. When asked what she would miss the most, Eulberg simply 
said, “The kids.” Although teachers don’t always need personal 
connections to be successful with their students, for Eulberg, it was all 
about making an impact that could last for a lifetime. The passion for 
her students is shown best here: “Working with kids who didn’t have 
much confidence in themselves and can now confidently accomplish 
their goals, is the best feeling in the world.” 

~Leah Hofer is leaving HHS to teach high school CTE at Wolsey-
  Wessington. It is the shortest commute for her, she’ll be able to be in the  
  same school as her kids, and she’ll get to teach the classes she’s always 
  wanted to teach. 
~Troy Brock, is moving with his family to Iowa. 
~Mary Foster, a long-time para-educator, is retiring. 
~Mia Kruse and Kris LaVallee are transferring to Huron Middle School.
~Sandi Goltermann is transferring to Our Home. 
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Tiger Stripes is the Huron High School newspaper, published nine times throughout the year. Tiger Stripes is written by the newspaper 
class and is printed by Creative Printing. Editorials and opinions reflect the viewpoint of the writer and not of the Huron School District. 
To submit a letter or an article, give the signed work to a member of the Tiger Stripes staff or deliver it to Mrs. Rubish’s classroom, 
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Life after high school
• Lake Area 

Technical College
Jaren Schley
Aiden Dejean

Kaiser Ruth-Styer

Ryan Janes
Tanner Marone
Torrey 
VanBerkum
Hannah Moeding
Brylee Eden

Khu Kle Shee

Jayda Hennrich
Shee Lar

Carter Hansen
William Smith
Jasmine Feild
Michael Ready

Agriculture Business
ThinkBIG Deisel 
Technology
Building Trades 
Technology
Building Trades
Agriculture Business
Practical Nursing

Graphic Design
Graphic Design / 
Digital 
Communications
Medical Laboratory 
Technician
Graphic Design
Medical Laboratory 
Technician 
Deisel Technology
Aviation
Law Enforcement
Automotive Technician

• Southeast Technical 
College

Leah Pyle Nursing

• South Dakota 
State University

Bessie Willemssen
Cassie Valer
Cailey Coss
Kimberly Yanes
Teagan Pfitzer
Jamee Kattner
Mariah Miller

Carter Hott
Colby Hott
Reilly Hoops
Regan Hamilton
Mattie Huber
Bree Gose

Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Undecided
Business Economics
Finance
Music Education
Human Biology with 
Premedical Focus
Human Biology
Human Biology
Electrical Engineering
Pharmacy 
Psychology
Business Economics

• Huron Community 
Campus

Ashley Busch
Hei Say

Psychology
Elementary Education

• University of  
Minnesota Twin Cities

Anna Kruse

Aubrey Rutledge
Maxwell 
Kretschmar

Linguistics / French 
Studies
Linguistics
Political Science 
with Pre-Law Track

• Mitchell Technical 
College

Sebastian 
Cardona

Tristan Cardona

Santos Bartolon
Augustine 
Hendrickson
Shee Nay Wah

Electrical 
Construction and 
Maintenance
Electrical 
Construction
Welding
Information 
Technology
Information 
System Tech

• Northern State 
University

Tyson Lien
Isabella 
Hernandez

Biology
Generals

• Southwest Minnesota 
State University

Lexy Gilbert Exercise Science

• University of  Jamestown

Tenley Buddenhagen Biology

• Dakota Wesleyan 
University

Brooklyn Boetel

Emma Littlefield

Elementary 
Education
English Education

• University of  
North Dakota

Audrey Rubish Math Education

• University of  
South Dakota

Brooke Schiltz

Plar Plo Clay
Libby Rounds

Juan Urena
Elle Hoops

Business 
Administration
Nursing
Finance and 
Accounting
Physical Therapy
Biology with Minor in 
Interdiscipinary 
Sciences

• Dakota State University

Derick 
Siemonsma
Nickolas Weir
Guillermo 
Dubon

Business Finance

Computer Science
Cyber Operations

• Minnesota State 
University Moorhead

Nate Lyon
Haylee Peterson

Social Work
Psychology

• Lehigh University

Le Yang Finance

• University of  
Southern California

Mikena Moore Business

• University of  
Northwestern

Karlie Bigelow Worship 
Ministry

• Work

Jade Kerlin
Eric Hein
Emma Friesen
Franches Rey 
Cruzado
Shelbey 
Hershman
Shee Dee
Htee Say
Gabriel Tepexpa 
Izucar
Rian Krueger
Kler Hae
Abby Gross
Alisson Yuliana 
Somoza Escobar

Nursing Home
Ace Realty
Lewis Pharmacy
Jack Links

• Undecided

Danci Dunkelberger
Spencer LaFortune
Lah Khu Paw
Shyanne Jenson

• Military

Ma Aye Aye
Cole Wolff
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In ten years, I will 
be. . .

Which senior do you look up to...

Cailey Coss: Living with my husband and first 
kid and I’d have my masters in whatever field I 
decided to study.

Juan Urena: Wearing a wife beater and wishing I 
was still in high school with Mrs. Rubish.

Lexy Gilbert: I will be opening my ocupational 
therapy clinic and be married with a rich man who 
will pay for all of it

Haylee Peterson: I will be living with my 
husband and hella animals ;)

Hei Say: I will be grading my 4th graders’ 
homework with my husband in Wisconsin by the 
fireplace.

Kaiser Ruth-Styer: I will be filthy rich and 
building houses in the Florida Keys.

Aubrey Rutledge: I will be famous for something 
but I don’t know what yet. I’ll be the mother of 5 
billion cats.

Mariah Miller: I hope to be graduated from 
medical school and starting my Ob/Gyn career.

Shee Nay Wah: See myself having 10 children. 
One for each year.

Rian Kruger: Hopefully I’m not poor and I live in 
a big city.

The senior I look up to most is my sister Jasmine Feild. 
I look up to her because she’s very strong and caring. 
She has taught me mostly everything I know, and I can 
always talk to her. She has the best personality and I love 
hanging out with her. We’re kinda’ the best duo.   
                                                   ~Kiara Feild

I look up to Rei Hoops because he works very hard 
in school and also is very good at hockey. He is a huge 
inspiration and was a very important leader on the 
hockey team.                                    
                                                         ~ Grady Bott

The senior I look up to is Tanner Marone because 
he is outgoing and funny. He doesn’t give two craps 
about much. So I guess I wish I had as much fun as he 
does.                                        ~ Hannah Leiferman

The senior I look up to most is Mu Mu Soe. I look 
up to Mu Mu because she is a good actress and a nice 
person. She helped me with a lot of things in the spring 
play.                                                    ~Tessa Gogolin

I look up to Sebastian Cardona because he is the 
person I strive to be like when I’m a senior.  Just hearing 
the many stories about Sebastian’s highlights throughout 
his sports career and life in general. Sebastian is the 
nicest, strongest, warm-hearted, and dedicated person I 
have ever met. For all of these exact reasons I hope to 
one day surpass all that he has accomplished. He gives 
me motivation to pass all of the goals and records he has 
set in life and reputation as one of the kindest people at 
this school.
                                                  ~ Bryan Ramirez

The senior I most look up to is my sister Regan 
Hamilton. I look up to Regan not just because she’s 
my sister, but because she pushes herself to be the best 
she can be and always puts her best effort forward. 
                                                     ~ Brylee Hamilton

Herberth Rameriez because he makes rad jokes!                                       
                                                             ~ Jenna Zieres

I look up to Anna Kruse.  Anna is so amazing and 
talented. She is always lighting up the room. She is a very 
talented musician that I look up to. She is very confident 
and outgoing which I admire a lot. She is just an 
awesome person to be around. Love you Anna!                                                                         
             ~ Maggie Knippling

I look up to Brooklyn Boetel because she always 
has a positive attitude that makes her enjoyable to be 
around.  
      ~ Gracie Culver

Tyson Lien always has a smile on his face and he 
wants to be the best version of himself and it doesn’t 
matter if people see how hard he works or not, and if he 
has a goal, nothing is going to stop him from reaching it.                                                         
                                                                  ~ Will Radke          

Audrey Rubish finds a way, even with a busy 
schedule to stop and talk to people, be friendly, and to 
help people.                                  ~ Brailey Walls

Franches Rey: In 10 years I will be working and 
traveling around the world.

I most look up to Fatima Reyes. I look up to her 
because she’s dedicated, hard-working, and kind. She’s 
also going into the marines which I find to be really 
admirable.                                       ~ Jolie Carrillo

I look up to Isaiah Phillips the most. This is because 
he is a phenomenal hockey player and pushes me to be 
better. I strive to be just as good as him someday. 
                                                     ~Lucas Sibley

Jade Kerlin: Hopefully a hermit in the mountains 
somewhere away from everyone with all my pets.

I look up to Hei Say the most because she is the most 
selfless person I know.  Always feeding me and giving me 
rides.                                                    ~ Htoo Ray
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Would you rather... Crushin’ on a senior

Sike Ma Noke has a crush on seniors Braden 

Demarce and Le Yang.

Saybl McDermaid has a crush on senior Tanner 

Marone. Mr. Hennrich is in disbelief.

Take LA 11 with Mrs. Brewer - 61.54%

Take Pre-Calc with Mrs. Perry - 38.46%

Redo elementary school - 44.29 %   

Redo high schoo 31.43%

Redo Middle school - 24.29%

Take band with Mr. Spanton - 29.49% 

Take P.E. with Mr. Stueckrath - 70.51%

Take building trades with Mr. Swenson - 47.3%

Take auto and welding with Mr. Busch - 52.7%

Favorite Memory
Kiara Feilds - “Favorite memory was when Bessie and I got to be partners for a 
part in their dance and Bessie would always make me laugh.”

Kaiden Caudell - “All the performances for We Found Sound with the seniors.”

Tessa Gogolin - “I have lots of good memories with many seniors in the spring 
play: Mu Mu Soe, Nate Lyon, Plar Plo Clay, Anna Kruse, Herberth Ramirez, and 
Malachi Mann.”

Paycee Head - “Cheer and Dance season with Cailey Coss.”

Will Radke - “When Tyson Lien was forced to leave the building after winning his 
second state title.”

Brailey Walls - “Delvering meals on wheels with senior Bella Hernandez.

Take health with Mr. Hennrich - 39.74%

Take government with Ms. Velthoff - 60.26%

Jackson Reno has a crush on senior Tristan Cardona because of how hard he 

hit him during football.

Madison Perry has a crush on senior Herberth 

Ramirez.

Peyton Bischoff has a crush on senior Bessie 

Willemssen.
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I, Sebastian Cardona, leave a pass to all underclassman for free hugs from me!

I, Leah Pyle, leave my awful case of senioristis to Brylee Hamilton because I know 
it’s already started for her.

I, Tristan Cardona, leave my leadership role on the football team to Ethan 
Remington because he is a strong leader and the team needs him.

I, Jayda Hennrich, leave my magical rosin to Sawyer Hennrich, because 
she’s a viola and she needs it.

I, Isabella Hernandez, leave my will to live to James Tharp, hopefully you’ll use it 
more than I have. 

I, Jaren Schley, leave my good looks to Jase Schley.

I, Brooklyn Boetel, leave my amazing running skills to Tori Buffington.

I, Tyson Lien, leave my weight room knowledge to Holden Hegg, because I know 
he will be in there a lot.

I, Lexy Gilbert, leave my track baton to Heavan Gainey so she can start next year’s 
relays. 

I, Carter Hott, leave my drip to Jayden Beck, because he needs it.

I, Aiden Dejean, leave my black dodge pickup to Hayden Kane, because 
I know he has really been wanting one. 

I, Kaiser Ruth-Styer, leave my favorite urinal to Tyson Ruth.

I, Ryan Janes, leave my bench riding skills to Kristen Janes, because she is really 
good at sitting down.

I, Derick Siemonsma, will leave my favorite weight rack to Jayden Beck.
I, Teagan Pfitzer, leave my perfect push-up form to Brandon Decker, because he 
needs it.

I, Brooke Schiltz, leave my dark humor to Roger Puterbaugh because he gets it.

I, Hannah Moeding, leave my very shiny silver trumpet to Aiden 
Zavesky, because he’s the only one in jazz band with a gold trumpet.

I, Nate Lyon, leave my ability to destroy my opponents with facts and logic to 
Angel Olivio.

I, Cassie Valer, leave my studio/booth key and burning glove to Jake Holforty

I, Tanner Marone, leave my brass shot put to Bryan “Chumlee” Ramirez, because 
he’s in love with my shot put.

I, Mikena Moore, leave Emily Dale my out of system ability not because she needs 
it but because I was good
I, Karlie Bigelow, am leaving my monster golf swing to Bryn Huber so she can 
win state.
I, Shee Nay Wah, leave my personality to my sister, Htoo Ray. She’s 
already a Walmart version of me so I might as well give her the rest of 
the bundle.
I, Shelbey Hershman, leave my amazing humor to Camy Anderson, use it well kid.

I, Gabriel Tepexpa, leave the two little Christmas decorations on my home room 
door to Mrs. Rubish. She’s the only one who won’t take them off.

I, Eh Dah leave my locker to anyone who keeps it because it’s optional.

I, Aubrey Rutledge, leave the messy, dirty flag silks to Kylie Hanebuth and Abbey 
Mann. It’s their turn to create something beautiful for the marching band.

Last Will and Testament

I, Carter Hansen, will my last four brain cells to Kelby Dickson, one for each year 
he’ll still be in high school
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We were always beautiful, but now we’re beautiful-er

Haylee Peterson

Emma Littlefield

Mariah Miller

Bella Hernandez

Abby Gross

Tyson Lien

Karlie Bigelow

Libby Rounds

Danci Dunkelberger

Nate Lyon

Aubrey Rutledge

Kimberly Yanes

G
lo

w
 U

ps
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Torrey VanBerkum

Lexy Gilbert

Elle Hoops

Mu Mu Soe

Audrey Rubish

Michael Ready

Juan Urena 

Cailey Coss

Jamee Kattner

Brooklyn Boetel

Cassie Valer

Tanner Marone 

G
low

 U
ps

Ashley Busch
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Who is the...

Biggest Yee-Haw: 
Tanner Marone & 
Danci Dunkelburger

Biggest Flirt: Jamee Kattner, 
Juan Urena, & Leah Pyle

Teachers Pet: 
Karlie Bigelow & Carter Hott

Biggest Go-Getter: Tyson Lien, 
Cassie Valer, & Tenley Buddenhagen

Mom and Dad: Cassie Valer & 
Tristan & Sebastian Cardona

Biggest Class Clown: 
Juan Urena &
 Brooke Schiltz

Biggest Spiller of Tea: 
Max Kretschmar &
Libby Rounds

Worst Senioritis Cases: 
Colby Hott & 
Mariah Miller *not pictured*

Shyest: Michael Ready & 
Emma Friesen

Biggest Red-Neck: 
Tanner Marone & Bree Gose

Worst Driver: 
Jamee Kattner & 
Max Kretschmar

Class  of 2021

Most Emotional: 
Max Kretschmar, Karlie Bigelow, & 
Elizabeth Shottenkirk

Biggest Baby: 
Max Kretschmar & 
Karlie Bigelow
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Most Likely To...

be a actor/actress: Nate Lyon and 
Anna Kruse 

be a in a cult: Brando Martens and 
Mu Mu Soe 

take over the world: Nick Weir and 
Mu Mu Soe 

be a social media icon: Juan Urena 
and Bree Gose 

be a jailbird: Tanner Berquist and 
Brooke Schiltz 

have 10 kids: Sebastian Cardona and 
Karlie Bigelow

be late to graduation: Jaren Schley 
and Leah Pyle 

be married in 10 years: 
Derick Siemonsma and Bree Gose 

survive a zombie apocalypse: 
Derick Siemonsma and Bree Gose 

be a reality tv star: Carter Hott and 
Mikena Moore 

be a Huronite forever: Kler Hae and 
Audrey Rubish  

be a millionaire: Nick Weir and 
Bree Gose 
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The best...

Facial hair: Sebastian Cardona

Booty: Leah Pyle and Ryan Janes Hair: Carter Hott and Cailey Coss

Smile: Juan Urena and Karlie Bigelow Jawline: Kaiser Ruth-Styer

Style: Hei Say and Plar Plo Clay

Class of 2021

be abducted by aliens: Brandon Martens and 
Jamee Kattner

be an arsonist: Carter Hanson and Brooke Schiltz be a priest or nun: Tristian Cardona and Karlie Bigelow 

be a ceo: Nick Weir and Mikena Moore 

Most Likely To... (continued) 
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Nickname: Brandon 
“Brando”Martens and Torrey 
“Jorrey” VanBerkum

Tattoo: Carter Hott and Abby Gross

Personality: Sebastian Cardona 
and Hei Say

Bromance: Derick Siemonsma 
and Jaren Schley

Humor: Eduardo Trujillo and 
Brooke Shiltz 

Dad Bod: Sebastian Cardona Legs: Ryan Janes and 
Audrey Rubish 

Class of 2021
The best... (continued) 

Eyes: Tyson Lein, Teagan Pfitzer, 
Tenley Buddenhagen and Torrey Vanburkem

Vehicle: Ayden Almond and Elle Hoops

Arms: Tyson Lien and Audrey Rubish 
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LEMONADE MOUTH

Hei Say and Nate — Lemonade Mouth 
is a movie about being yourself and 
rejecting corrupt authority. Both Hei 
Say and Nate live this mantra to its 
fullest in their lives. 
      Hei Say is relentlessly kind, no 
matter the situation, and Nate boasts 
his semi-permanent spot on the opinion 
page, talking about whatever politics 
he can. They both love to hum along 
to whatever song is in their heads, 
whether it be their own creations or 
some song no one else has heard. 
     Let’s raise our lemonade, Sprite, and 
mushy, rotting bananas that we pulled 
from the bottom of our backpacks and 
toast to these lovely people who take 
the message of Lemonade Mouth to heart.

PRINCESS PROTECTION 
PROGRAM

Colby, Nightin, and Kenzie — 
Princess Protection Program is a movie 
about a princess who goes into hiding 
to escape from an evil government. It 
explores the themes of true friendship 
that can withstand all obstacles. 
     Kenzie, Nightin and Colby may as 
well have gone into hiding as far as our 
class is concerned, considering how 
many class periods they have missed. We 
plan to work around Colby and Kenzie’s 
absences, and Nightin wasn’t even on 
our staff during first semester!
     However, despite these not-so-
suspicious disappearances from class, 
Kenzie, Nightin, and Colby are highly 
valuable members of this class, just like 
Princess Rosalinda is to Carter Mason.

16 WISHES

Reilly and Carter — 16 Wishes is 
about a girl who gains the ability to 
grant wishes on her sixteenth birthday. 
If this happened to Carter and Reilly, 
their first wish would be to leave 
Newspaper class and never come back.   
     Reilly’s chronic senioritis and 
Carter’s hunger for, well, food leads the 
staff on a daily manhunt to find them. 
Yet, somehow they always manage to 
get their pages done and looking great 
(mostly) on time. 
     Even if their dreams came true, we 
would still wish they would stay in our 
class forever. Their perspectives are 
ones the newspaper definitely 
needed--when they aren’t too distracted 
to share them.

CHEETAH GIRLS

Haylee, Torrey, and Lexy— Did 
someone say girl power? Haylee, Torrey, 
and Lexy are absolutely the Cheetah 
Girls (if there were only three Cheetah 
Girls and the movies were all about 
finishing a quality Newspaper page on 
time). They are fierce, fashionable, and 
hard-working.
      Their positive energy and time-
management skills make us want to burst 
into a perfectly choreographed song and 
dance sequence. But, they still bring the 
sass that keeps things interesting. 
      We know we can count on them to 
keep things running smoothly. Without 
them, our class (and paper) would be a 
mess. These ladies really are a group of 
cool cats.

RADIO REBEL

Mikena and Emily — Radio Rebel is a 
movie about a girl who finds her voice 
through an anonymous radio show 
listened to by basically everyone in the 
movie. Mikena and Emily have found 
their voices, ironically, as the creators of 
our photo spreads.
     Their enthusiasm always lands them 
on the fun pages, much to the dismay of 
everyone else looking to avoid writing. 
They know what they want and aren’t 
afraid to fight for it. They went from 
two of the quieter members of our class 
to two of the loudest and most sarcastic. 
     They always make sure that we have 
a great time, even if we’re close to a 
deadline. What would we do without 
them? (Probably not photo spreads.)

CAMP ROCK

Eduardo, Le, and Eh Hser — Camp 
Rock is a movie about a pop star trying 
to find out the identity of a mystery 
girl with an amazing voice. Eduardo,           
Eh Hser, and Le are definitely that 
mystery girl-- er, guy. 
     Eduardo is the voice we hear inside 
our heads... and yelling from the couch... 
and yelling across the room... and yelling 
pretty much anywhere. However, we 
know we can count on him to make his 
page the best it can be, just like Le and 
Eh Hser.
     They are our secret weapon. Hardly 
anyone else in our class knows what is 
happening in the sports world, nor is 
so willing to write about it. We are so 
thankful they joined the paper this year.

ANOTHER CINDERELLA 
STORY

Aubrey, Emma, Jamee, and 
Audrey — Another Cinderella Story is 
a Cinderella retelling about an over-
worked girl who dreams of being a 
dancer and a pop star boy looking for 
his mystery girl.
     Audrey and Jamee are obviously 
the power couple, Mary Santiago and 
Joey Parker, because of their absolute 
inability to stay away from each other. 
Emma and Aubrey are more like the 
evil sisters, Britt and Bree, because 
they’re constantly trying to keep 
everyone from having fun and focus on 
the actual class.
     Another Cinderella Story and the 
editors have one last thing in common: 
their all the best of their kind.

GIRL VS. MONSTER

Mrs. Rubish — Girl vs. Monster is 
about a girl who discovers she is a 
monster hunter. She must then defeat 
the monsters before they can defeat 
her. What movie to better describe Mrs. 
Rubish’s relationship with our class than 
this one? 
     She puts up with a lot from us, 
whether it be hogging the couch, 
snarfing down second lunches in the 
back of class, refusing to work without 
candy, or trying to convince her to put 
not-so-school-friendly ideas in the paper 
(cough, cough, justice for “What over-
the-counter drug are you?”)
     Yet, we know she does everything 
because she loves us, and we love her 
too. Can we do another trivia card now?


